
Docker Basics



What is docker image

• Images are read-only templates containing instructions for creating a 
container.

• A Docker image creates containers to run on the Docker platform.

• An image is composed of multiple stacked layers.
• For example, to build a web server image, start with an image that includes 

Ubuntu Linux (a base OS). Then, add packages like Apache and PHP on top.

• We can manually build images using a Dockerfile, a text document containing 
all the commands to create a Docker image.



What is container

• A container is an isolated place where an application runs without 
affecting the rest of the system and without the system impacting the 
application.

• They are isolated, containers are well-suited for securely running 
software like databases or web applications that need access to 
sensitive resources without giving access to every user on the system.



Docker registry

• The Registry is a stateless, highly scalable server side application that 
stores and lets you distribute Docker images. The Registry is open-
source, under the permissive Apache license. You can find the source 
code on GitHub.
• tightly control where your images are being stored

• fully own your images distribution pipeline

• integrate image storage and distribution tightly into your in-house 
development workflow

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_License
https://github.com/distribution/distribution


Docker basic commands

docker search <name of the image>:  To search the public image on 
docker hub



.

docker pull <image name:tags> Pull image from docker hub. Tags are 
used to identify the image inside registry. If no tags provided it will pull 
the latest image.



.

docker images : This will list the images already available on local host 
machine



.

docker run <name of the image> : it will run the container



.

docker ps : list all the running container



docker stop <container id/container name> : To stop the container



..

docker rename <old name> <new name>

docker restart  <container id>



..

docker exec : Access the running container



..

docker logs : fetch running container logs



..

docker rm <container id /container name>
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